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ABSTRACT
We are investigating the rules that govern protein-DNA interactions, using a sta-
tistical mechanics baaed formalism that is related to the Boltzmann Machine of
the neural net literature. Our approach is data-driven, in which a probabilistic
algorithm, SAMIE (Statistical Algorithm for Modeling Interaction Energies), is
used to model protein-DNA interactions. SELEX andfor phage display data can
be used for the training. For the current report, SAMIE wss trained on phage
display experimental data, collected from the literature, according to the “one-to-
one” model of interactions (i.e. one amino acid contacts one base). We teeted the
prediction capabilities of the trained model on its own training set and on inde-
pendent data. In all cases, the predictions using SAMIE are better than that of
methods existing in the Iiterattire. However our methodology offers the potential
to capitalise on quantitative detail, sa well se to be used to explore more general
model of interactions, given availability of data.

.
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1 Introduction

Proteins that are able to bind to DNA are involved in a variety of biological processes such
as DNA replication, packaging, repair, methylation and gene transcription. Some of these
proteins can bind DNA irrespectively of its base composition, whereas others are “sequence
specific”. Histones, for example, seem to be able to paclwige any DNA of adequate length.
On the other end, in the case of restriction enzymes, a slight change of their “target” DNA
sequence (even by methylation of one of the bases) inhibits the enzyme’s function.

Of all types of proteins that bind to DNA, transcription factors are the ‘most extensively
studied. They constitute the first step of gene expression regulation. By binding to the “
promoter region of a gene, they initiate (activators) or repress (repressors) its transcription.
But how “specific” is this DNA binding? Different transcription factors recognise different
DNA sequences. Unlike restriction enzymes, though, they can tolerate some deviation from
their preferred target site (the “consensus sequence” ); with the binding free energy changing
accordingly 1. What is the mechanism of this function? Are there any general rules that
describe/explain the DNA-protein interactions of this kind?

1.1 Searching for a “Protein-DNA Recognition Code”

During the “past two decades there have been attempts to determine a protein-DNA “recog-
nition code”. If such a code exists, one could use it to predict the binding site of a protein,
by knowing its primary structure (given that binding sites of other “similar” proteins are
also known) and vice versa. Moreover, such a recognition code could open new horizons in
manipulating gene expression.

As early as 1976, Seeman et al. 2 proposed a scheme which could explain the base
discrimination by particular amino acids, based on their stereochemical properties. In fact,
they noticed that two (or more) hydrogen bonds are required for this discrimination to take
place. This study raised the hopes that some form of a protein-DNA “recognition code”
might exist in nature, which could be as universal as the genetic code.

By the time that a few crystal structures of protein-DNA complexes had been solved,
though, it was realised that transcription factors employ a variety of strategies to recognise
their “consensus” sequences. That led Matthews to conclude that there is “no code for
recognition” 3. But what he, and other people that followed, meant was that there are
no simple, deterministic rules (as in the genetic code). However, even the genetic code is
deterministic in only one direction: given a codon, we know with certainty the corresponding
amino acid, but given the amino acid we only know the frequencies of various codons. The
protein-DNA recognition code is probabilistic in both directions. There are clear preferences
for given amino acids to interact with particular bases and vice versa 4’5$’7~8.

Analysing the binding specificity of a number of Spl-derived proteins, Desjadais and
Berg 5 organised their data into a “set of rules” that constituted “part of the [recognition]
code”. Using their table/model, one could predict the amino acids that would bind with
high specificity any given tri-nucleotide of the form GNK (and vice versa). Although they
performed some quantitative measurements, they didn’t incorporate them in this model;
thus their “code: remained qualitative”.

aWe c+ a model qualitative, if it representathe nucleic-amino acid interactions in a binary way (bind/not
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Two years later, Suzuki and his colleagues studied the protein-DNA binding in a num-
ber of transcription factor families. They presented a quantitative model, which ranked all
possible interactions between bases and amino acids following two sets of rules: chemical
and stereochemical. The ranking according to the first set is independent of the particu-
lar protein family (depends only on the chemical properties of the molecules); but ranking
according to the second second set of rules is not. These rules were implemented into a
computer program that was able to successfully identify the binding sites of known tran-
scription factors. However, there are two drawbacks in this approach: the “chemical merit
points” are somehow arbitrarily assigned (although one could perhaps determine their values
experimentally); and to define the stereochemical rules one haa to have a solved co-crystal
structure.

In more recent years, Mandel-Gutfreund and Margalit 7 used the frequencies of the base-
amino acid contacts, found in 53 (non-redundant) co-crystal structures, to derive scores for
the individual interactions. Assuming additivity of these interactions, one can use their
model to assign an overall score to any amino acid-nucleotide pair (given that one knows
which amino acids contact which bases). Tested on DNA-binding data of the Early Growth
Response factor (EGR) protein family, their method was able to predict the experimental
results satisfactorily. However, there are a number of limitations inherent in this approach.
First, it assumes position independence for the base-amino acid interactions. As we saw in
Suzuki et al. 9 this assumption might hold for the chemical interactions, but not for the
stereochemical. Second, it assumes that the mode of interaction is always “one-to-one” (i.e.
one amino acid contacts one base); which is not always the case 10. Finally, the size of the
“training set” (53 crystal structures) limits the model’s prediction capabilities.

Apart from these “all-purpose” models, Choo and Klug 11’12initially, and Pabo and his
colleagues later 5’13’8,focused on the study of the EGR protein family. Based on a number
of SELEX and phage display experiments (see Sec. 2), they created a look-up table for the
position specific base-amino acid interactions of the particular protein family. This table can
be viewed as an EGR-specific, qualitative model. Since the base-amino acid interaction data
are position specific, this model is comprised of both the chemical and stereochemical rules.
In fact, Wolfe et al. used it to predict DNA-binding specificities of particular EGR-derived
proteins s. The limitation of this model is that it cannot make quantitative predictions.
Moreover, availability of (co) crystal structure of the protein under study is required to
correctly identify the contacting bases-amino acids.

We recently presented a probabilistic, data-driven approach to this problem 14. In
particular, we are modeling the DNA-protein interactions using probabilistic algorithms
based on statistics and statistical mechanics reasoning. In summary, the model consists of a
weight matrix that assigns “interaction values” to every pair of bases-amino acids in every
position. This weight matrix corresponds to the eflectiue energy of particular interactions
(see Sec. 3.2) and can be used to explore different models of interactions (“one-to-one”,
“mmy-to-many”, etc).

In our previous study 14, our model, SAMIE (Statistical Algorithm for Modeling In-
teraction Energies), was trained on SELEX data of the EGR protein family, according to
‘{one-to-one” model of interactions. At that report, we tested SAMIE, by comparing its

bind). By contr&t, a quantitative model can quantify these interactions. Obviously, any quantitativemodel
can be transformed to qualitative by setting a threshold, below whkh the output value is O.
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predictions to the training set itself and to data that were not included in it. In all cases,
SAMIE performed the same or better than the currently available qualitative model 8. We
also used SAMIE to make quantitative predictions and compare them with affinity measure-
ments from Segal et al15. We found that our predictions agreed well with the observations
(r= O.8). Finally, we explored the potentials of predicting binding sites for yeast MIG1 and
MIG2, two proteins with Zn-finger domain structures, similar to EGR. The predictions were
confirmed by the result of the SELEX experiment for these proteins 16 and this indicates
that they bind DNA in an antiparallel fashion, analogous to EGR.

These results are encouraging. Therefore we decided to investigate the reverse problem:
to predict the affinity of different proteins to a given (freed) DNA sequence. This is a
more complex case since the “input space” (DNA combinations) is smaller and the “output
space” (protein combinations) is larger. The current study is focusing on the analysis of
phage display data.

2 Data

The DNA-binding data can be divided into three categories. One is the SELEX experiments,
when a fixed amino acid sequence is used to select, from a randomised pool, oligonucleotide

11 However, usually several different sequences aretargets that bind to it with high affinity .
obtained from these experiments and we do not know their relative affinities, or even if these
are the only high affinity sites. We can only infer that the observed sites are among the
highest affinities sites for that DNA. The second type of experiments is called phage display

12 similar assumptions hold for the randomisedand is consisted of the reverse procedure .
proteins in these experiments. Finally, the third type of data consists of examples where both
protein and DNA was fixed. These include the wild type proteins and their natural binding
sites. Experiments in which the affinity of particular protein-DNA complexes (natural or
mutated) was measured are also included into this category. However, the ‘third type of
data is not informative for our probabilistic approach.

876 examples of DNA bound by variants of EGR proteins were collected from the
literature. 367 of these resulted from SELEX and 274 from phage display experiments. In
235 cases both the protein and the DNA target were fixed.

In the present report, we used only the phage display data to train SAMIE, according
17 This model predicts that amino acids at positionsto “one-to-one” model of interaction .

-1, 3 and 6 (with respect to the beginning of the a-helix) contact bases at positions 3, 2
and 1 respectively; whereas the amino acid at position 2 contacts the complementary base
at position 4 (overlapping base between two adjacent fingers, as shown in Figure 1).

Zn-fingers of this type (Cys2His2) are believed to function in a modular fashion, inde-
11’18 We decided to focus our analysispendently of each other (except the overlapping base) .

on the interactions of a single finger. We created a dataset of 822 vectors, by pooling togeth-
er all single fingers from the 274 phage display experiments. Since our approach is statistical
by nature, we discarded 488 of those examples, where both the DNA and the protein was
fixed in all positions (see example, below). Thus, we ended up with 334 vectors; 251 of
which are non-redundant and they constituted our training set. In this set a total of 197
different “proteins” (with respect to the four “critical” amino acids) had been “selected”
from 50 $ifferent tetranucleotide sequences. The theoretical number of “proteins” sampled
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-1

EGR

finger-1 finger-2 finger-3

5’

5’

Figure 1; ~~one.t~one~~ model of interaction. The co-crystal structure revealedthat EGR proteins bind
the DNA using three a-helices in a modular fsshion. Ewh helix binds a four nucleotide target sequence
(with one bsse overlap between adjacent helices). Amino acids -1, 3 and 6 contact bases at positions 3, 2
and 1 respectively; whereas amino acid 2 contwts the complementary base at position 4 (overlapping base).

in each experiment was 65,536 or 160,000, depending on the codon randomisation method
b

As an example of the training set construction, suppose that the following resulted from
a phage display experiment (capital and small letter denotes randomisation and fikation of
the corresponding residue respectively and f1, f 2 and f 3 represent the sequences of the
three fingers; “critical” positions -1, 2, 3 and 6 of each finger appear in bold).

5’gcgcaggcgt3’ - – – f Isrscleltrhirf 2sRGDHlKIlhIkf 3ars&rkrhtk

Since finger-2 was the only randomised one, vector ‘cagg-RDHD’ was the only one included
in the training set (from this experiment).

3 Statistical Algorithm for Modeling Interaction Energies (SAMIE)

Problem definition. Given a fixed
protein c respectively), define a model

5’.1 Data representation

and a variable counterpart (e.g. DNA and binding
of affinity for each of the interacting components.

A target DNA sequence cam be represented as a “binary” vector, using the following notation
for each nucleotide position:

A = I@ = (1000), C = iV2 = (0100), G = iV3 = (0010), T = iV4 = (0001)

Similar notation can be adopted for the amino acid sequence representation.

bIn the phage display experiments, the randomised codonsare usually of the type NNK, NNS, VNN or
VNS (according to IUPAC). In the first two randomizing schemes all amino acids are represented, although
their frequencies are altered. Thus the total number of combinations for a four amino acid long sequence is
160,000. In the later two cases, four amino acids are excluded from the randomisation schemes, resulting in
a total of 65,536 possible combkations.

‘The term “protein”, here, simply refers to those amino acids that contact the DNA (or we sasume they
do SO). s
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3.2 Effective energy

Suppose that amino acid sequence VA binds the nucleotide sequence ,N. Then, we define
the effect ive energy, E, as the sum of the energies of the individual interactions:

In this equa~ion, T~6 represents the additive contribution to the energy resulting from
the contact of nucleotide a at position i to amino acid ,6 at position j. For completeness
we include H? and JIP, which represent possible position dependent contributions to the
energy, independent of interaction (for bases and amino acids, respectively). Matrix C is the
“contact matrix”, that provides the mode of interaction between particular amino acid and
base positions. If base at position i contributes to the aillnity of interaction by contacting
amino acid at position j then Cij = 1, otherwise it is O. By modifying the C’ij matrix we
can explore various models that allow dMerent subsets of interactions.

3.3 Specificity

In a phage display experiment, a fixed DNA sequence is used to “fish out” proteins that
can bind to it with high affinity. Suppose that in such an experiment, the fked nucleotide
sequence is TN and VA is one of the selected proteins. Also, let us assume that the re/er-
ence probability of the amino acid sequence is known to be, for this particular experiment,
P,.f (VA). Then, we can write the conditional probability as:

Pr.f(UA)ezp(–E(~ N,v A))

‘(vAl’N) = ~z~ PT,f(z.4)ezp(-E(zN,z A))
(2)

where E is an assumed effective potential of interaction, taken from Equation 1; and ~ ,A
denotes a sum over all possible combinations of amino acid sequences (partition function).
Consequently, the specificity of this protein to the DNA can be defined as:

(3)

Given a set of phage display generated data, the overall probability is just the product
over the data items of each training vector and thus we can write:

logPt”t”’ = ~/ogP(vAlzN)
xv

The ~Z. is over all of the base-amino acid sequence combinations in
expressions can be written for the specificity involved in a SELEX experiment.

(4)

the training set. Similar

3.4 Maximizing Probability

The objective is to determine the unknown parameters T,H,J. This can be achieved by
maximizing the log probability of the data as a function of these parameters. This process
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is called parameter fitting and constitutes the training of the model’.
In our case, the model was trained by adjusting the weights according to the steepest

ascents procedure, with which any objective function can be maximized by iteratively
incrementing each free parameter by an amount proportional to its gradient with respect
to the parameters. This process has a very simple interpretation for our log specificity
objective function. For phage display data, for example, Equation 4 may be written:

–1ogPt”t’1 = – ~ logP,.~ (VA) + ~ E(ZN,Y A) + ~ log(~ P,, f(zA)ezp(–E(ZN,z A)))

The first term is independent of the parameters required in the gradient, thus its derivative
with respect to a parameter is zero. Considering the ZZV E term, we see that this is merely
the total number of examples, D, times the average in the data set of the energy:

where Ni&A~ represents averages as calculated by frequency counting in the given data set.
Hence differentiation of this term with respect to a parameter merely selects the corre-
sponding frequency as calculated in the given data set, since all parameters occur linearly.
The last term, ‘&v iog(~z~ P,,f (ZA)ezp(–E(=N,z A))), containing a sum over alI possible
amino acid sequences of an exponential of an energy, is basically a partition function for
a Boltzmann distribution. Differentiating a partition function with respect to parameters
appearing linearly in the energy results in (the negative of) the expectation as computed
within the distribution. Hence the derivative of the (log) probability can written as the
difference of averages as caclulated by frequency counting in the given data set, and the
expectation as computed within the distribution.

Thus the steepest ascent process will reach a fixed point (i.e. zero grtadient) when the
expectations as calculated within the distm”bution match the frequencies as calculated within
the given data set. This intuitive result is basically the Boitzmann machine algorithm for
neural network training 19, an observation which results in some additional insights into the
algorithm we propose, but won’t detail here.

Finally, we need to consider how to calculate the expectation within the distribution
at any trial setting of the parameters. This needs to be done at each step of the iterative
steepest ascents process. Naively, this would involve a sum over all possible nucleotide
sequences, which for an L long sequence grows exponentially as 4L for nucleotides in SELEX
data, or as 20= for amino acids in phage display data. Depending on L this simple approach
can be impractical. In Boltzma.nn machine training this issue is addressed by computing the
expectations via Monte Carlo averaging, which approximates the sum over an exponential
state space by importance sampling. Closely related importance sampling methods, such

dwe ~ket~ in this section how to mtimise the Likelihoodof the data (training VectorS).For cl~itY~
though, not all implementational details will be presented. For example, the fact that in a phage display
experiment some residueamight be held fixed while others are randomised, and the randomised/fixed posi-
tions can differ between experiments, requires the introduction of more notation to indicate what is variable
and what. is fixed in each experiment.
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as the Gibbs sampler 20 also arise in standard biological sequence analysis. However, we

can calculate the required expectations exactly, without recourse to importance sampling,
because our energy function has a very simple structure.

The trick to computing the expectations exactly is to notice that in Equation 1 either
the amino acids (for SELEX data) or the nucleotides (for phage data) are fixed, leaving the
nucleotides (respectively amino acids) appearing linearly in E. Hence the sums, in (e.g.)
the phage display partition function,

~Pret(zA)ezp(-E(. fv,z A))

where ~z ~ represents a sum

,A

over the 20 possible states at each position, factorises across

positions. Thus the sum over 20L states reduces to the product of sums over only 20 states
at each position (similarly, over 4 states for SELEX data). Hence, the required expectations
can be computed exactly. If more complicated energy functions are found to be required
later, we can fall back on importance sampling to compute the required distribution averages.

4 Results and Discussion

SAJMIE waa trained on the phage display data set that was described in Sec. 2. Subsequently,
we tested its prediction accuracy in two ways: (a) predicting its own training vectors (“self-
test” ) and (b) predicting experimental data not included in the training set.

However, we do not expect that the predictions will perfectly match the experimental
results. This is because SAMIE, as well as the experimental procedure, has a (different)
inherent stochastic component. For example, suppose that we know the “real” affinity of
all possible “tetra-peptides” to a given DNA target and we order them from high to low
affinity. If a similar ranking is done by SAMIE, a deviation from the “real” ranking should
be expected, due to the probabilistic nature of the model. On the other hand, a phage
display experiment yields a number of proteins that exhibit relatively high affinity to the
particular DNA target. Obviously, not all of these proteins can have the highest affinity to
this DNA. Moreover, we do not know whether the topmost affinity protein will be selected at
all, due to the stochastic factor of this experiment (sample size, multiple rounds of selection,
etc). For these reasons, one would expected that the experimentally derived proteins would
not necessarily predicted to have the highest affinity score; aithough they should score near
the top.

4.1 Self-test

One way to test the consistency of a model is by measuring its ability to predict its own
training set. For each of the tetra-nucleotides of the training set, SAMIE ranked all possible
predicted single i?ngers (in fact: tetra-peptides; see also Sect. 2). The amino acid frequencies
were different between experiments, though, following the randomisation scheme that was
adopted. Some randomisation schemes, such as NNK and NNS e , simply alter the amino

eNucleotiderepresentation accordingto lUPAC.
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acid frequencies; whereas schemes like VNN and VNS exclude some amino acids from the
selection procedure.

Depending on whether we were using or not the reference probabilities in the calculation
of scores, we found that 55% or 73% of the single fingers of the training set rank in the top
1% of the list of all possible targets (of their associated DNA). When trained on SELEX
data, SAMIE was able to rank 80% of its training set in the top 1% of all possible DNA
target combinations 14. But a better performance of the model on SELEX data is expected.
In the case of SELEX, information from 20 different amino acid states is used to predict
the state of a base (for each position, under the “one-to-one” model of interactions). In a
phage display experiment though, information from a 4-state base is used to predict one of
the 20 amino acid states. Therefore, we believe that predicting 55-73% of the training set
with a l% probability of error is reasonably good for phage display data. And we expect it
to become better when the two data sets (SELEX and phage display) will be combined for
the training.

\
4.2 Predicting phage experimental results

Segal et al 15 recently presented a study in which phage display experiments were used
to select EGR-derived proteins that could bind with high specificity a variant of the 5’ –
GNN – 3’ triplet. These examples were not contained in the training set, thus they consist
a valid test case. SAMIE ranked all possible amino acid combinations according to the
(predicted) affinity for each of the 5’ – GNN – 3’ triplets. Following the same criterium
as in the self-test, we found that 27 out of 34 (79.5%) experimentally defined single fingers
ranked in the top l% of all possible combinations.

We also analysed phage display results from a recent study of Wolfe et al. 8. In that
paper, they presented a biochemical method that allows one to select a number of EGR-
derived proteins with high specificity to any given DNA target. The method is based
on multiple rounds of phage display selections. In each round, the a-helix of one of the
zinc fingers is randomised and the proteins that display high affinity to the desired site
are selected. They tested this method by making EGR-derived proteins that were able to
recognise the binding sites of TATA, NRE and p53 proteins.

We used their data to evaluate our algorithm, in a way similar to the two previous
cases. These data were also not included in our training set. In the case of the proteins
that recognise the NRE and TATA binding sites, 11 out of 16 (69%) and 18 out of 29 (62%)
of the experimental results (single fingers) respectively ranked in the top 1% of SAMIE’S
predictions. Predicting the proteins that bind the p53 site with high affinity, though, is
tricky. The authors report that there might be a “base shift” on the target site. Moreover,
most of the single finger examples for p53 in this paper (12 out of 16) are from the finger-1
of this protein, which is targeted against the 5’ – TGTT – 3’ sequence. Unfortunately,
the training set we used contains very few examples of Thymidbe, and does not show
strong preference to any particular amino acid. Thus, SAMIE was not able to make strong
predictions for this finger, except for Guanine at nucleotide position 2. In this case, amino
acid at position 3 was predicted to be His or Asn. And the phage display experiment did
indeed favor His.

9



4.3 Comparing SAMIE with other methods

Understanding how a protein recognises a particular DNA sequence is not a trivial problem.
There are mainly two types of rules that govern such interactions 9. There are the chemical
rules, which are based on the chemical properties of the molecules involved. These are
expected to be more or less “universal”, i.e. valid for any protein family. However, on
a different level, the stereochemical rules apply. These are implied by the position of the
protein relative:to the DNA, and can only be “family specific”. According to these rules,
large amino acids are used to access DNA at longer distances and vice versa.

Previous attempts to address the problem of protein-DNA recognition axe divided in
two categories, that can be summarised in the following representative approaches: the qual-
itative model for the EGR family 11’12’13’8and the general, quantitative model of Mandel-

7” In the first approach, data from co-crystal structures of theGutfreund and Margalit .
protein family under study are required to specify the base-amino acid contact positions.
Mutation/selection experiments can then specify which amino acids can interact with which
baaes in a “position-specific” way. Apart from the fact that this method cannot make quan-
titative predictions, it has also the disadvantage of the crystal structure requirement; thus
it cannot be easily applied for any protein family.

In the second approach, base-amino acid interaction data from all available crystal
structures were pooled together to create a “quantitative code”. In this way, one can
investigate more “fundamental” rules that govern the protein-DNA interactions. However,
this approach does not discriminate between different amino acid positions and thus it does
not consider the stereochemical rules that are specific to a given protein family. Moreover,
in the implementation proposed by Mandel-Gutfreund and Margalit amino acids that are
lacking complementary groups to nucleotide bases are “punished”, by assigning to them
the lowest possible score. This might be correct for large aromatic amino acids (like Trp),
but the smaller ones appear to be “neutral” rather than “unacceptable” in DNA-protein
complexes. For example, Gly might not be able to make contacts with any of the bases,
however its existence to a particular position can be tolerated for the EGR protein. In fact,
the published phage display data for the EGR family contain 20 Gly contacts on amino acid
positions -1, 3 and 6 and another 30 at amino acid position 2 (not considered by ,Mandel-
Gutfreund and Margalit). This method also suffers from the small size of the training set
(53 examples of crystal structures).

It is difficult to compare SAMIE’S results with those of existent methods, due to the
nature of the algorithms used and the fact that there is no common evaluation scheme. The
qualitative model presented in Wolfe et al. 8 successfully identified 6 out of 9 base-amino acid
contacts of the phage diapIay data (7570), for all three sites (TATA, NRE, p53). But this is
probably an overestimate of the prediction capabilities of the model, since a full credit was
given at positions where the preferred base was one of two alternatives suggested by their
code. The quantitative model of Mandel-Gutfreund and Margalit 7 has also been used to
predict phage display data (three amino acid contacts: positions -1, 3 and 6 of the a-helix)
of two different sets of experiments. In one case it was able to rank 9 out of 12 (67%) single
fingers in the top 2% of its predictions; and in the second case 78% of the experimentally
defined fingers were assigned to top 10% of the predictions. For comparison reasons, we
report that on the 34 fingers described in Segal et al. 15, SAMIE assigned 29 of them (85%)

,.
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to the top 2% of its predictions.
In conclusion, it seems that SAMIE is doing fairly well in the phage display data;

although its performance is not m good as in the SELEX data. We believe that this is mainly
a problem of training data set size and thus we expect that the results will be improved as
larger data sets become available and when trained on the combined SELEX/phage display
training set.

5 Concluding remarks

In our previous report 14, we presented the basic aspects of a method that addresses the
problem of protein-DNA recognition. We developed a simple probabilistic, data driven algo-
rithm (SAMIE), which can “learn” from SELEX and/or phage display data, by optimizing
an objective function that is related to the specificity of the protein to DNA. The model was
trained on SELEX data and, subsequently, it was used to make quantitative predictions.
Its performance on the SELEX data was the same or better of other exiistent methods.

In this paper, we described some details of the implementation of this algorithm. In
addition, we used SAMIE to address the “reverse” problem, namely the prediction of the
amino acid sequences that could bind to a given DNA with high affinity. SAMIE was trained
on phage display data of the EGR family,, collected from the literature, according to the
“one-to-one” model of interactions 17. We tested the validity of our method by comparing
its predictions to the training set itself and to data that were not included in it. In all
cases, our method performed better than the currently available model#’7. Moreover, our
approach can be easily expanded to explore more complex interaction patterns.

The model we propose is quite general and can be applied to any protein family. The
“one-to-one” model may not be sufficient to elucidate all protein-DNA interactions (it may
be too limited even for the EGR family), but more general models are easily specified within
the same framework. The model is capable of capturing whatever features contribute to
the binding energy, both chemical and stereochemical, which are specific to the particular
positions that interact. It is clear from the existent data that the amino acid positions are
not having the same preferences towards nucleotides. It will be interesting to compare the
energy models for different protein families to see how the stereochemicaJ components differ,
depending on the position of the protein with respect to the DNA.

The main limitation of the model is that it requires a substantial amount of data to
obtain reliable values on the parameters. But current methodologies promise to greatly
increase the rate at which such data can be collected; even quantitative binding data will
become available much more readily in the coming years. The combination of the increased
data with these probabilistic models should increase our knowledge of protein-DNA inter-
actions considerably, as well as our ability to predict interacting proteins and DNA sites
reliably.
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